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President's Report
Firstly, thank you Margot for being my pen over the
last few months. You really do have a flair for IT. Life
after Rally Qld?
. Well not for a few
more days at least.
The smoke and the dust have almost settled and most
of us will have resurfaced from our collective efforts
required for this years Globalstar Australian Rally
Championship  Falken Tyres Rally Queensland. For
me, it was the first time I had been able to get out
and about before the competition started and
actually get to see, and be involved in many of the
set up activities, before spending the weekend
confined to the Command Centre.
Regardless of who does what, I still reckon you guys
out in the field deserve medals  even if you do have
all the good jobs. From the many comments received
by competitors and officials and visitors alike, the
Rally Qld Team would seem to do it better than most
 and its the people in our Club who make the
difference. The mammoth task of conducting this
style of event ensures that many people are involved,
and I certainly dont have all the information and
enough time to name each and everyone who again
volunteered their precious time. What I can say is
though is thank you and congratulations for an
extremely fine effort.
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I was most interested to hear many reports that the competitive
sections in this years event were probably some of the toughest and
most challenging of the ARC for many years  cold comfort for those
who didnt quite make it - but it does promote the fact that competing
in a rally in Queensland forests in not just a drive in the back
paddock.
It would seem extremely appropriate that on Qld Day, the victors
award would go to Ben and Chris Atkinson, and their whole team
(Queenslanders!!!!). Other Queenslanders also faired well in the
various categories  a sound result all round (of course, most are
BSCC members).
Well, enough of Rally Queensland (at least for the moment). Looking
forward I can still see a pretty busy schedule of events ahead with our
RACQ Motoring of Yesteryear involvement, the Qld Challenge and
Lakes Classic TREs, round 5 of the QRC in Benarkin and the Keema
Classic still on the menu, not to mention the ground swell of interest
in the up-coming Rydges Capricorn Rally in Rockhampton.
Have we got time to sit around chin-waggin? Not on your
Nellie
See yaall in the forest,
Brian Everitt
President.
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Board Member Profile
Ross Cox
Experience:My first contact was to see Ross Dunkerton in the forest at Beerburrum and I marvelled
at the speed and noise and dust. I did not follow Rallying for a few years till I helped setup stage and took on Spectator Marshall at Gallangowan in 1996.
I crewed with Peter Mapstone for three years as he campaigned his Commodore and
then the Lancer, travelling to Townsville twice and experiencing the highs and lows of the
sport. A little over a year crewing with Ed Mulligan gave me another perspective working
in a team.
I spent three years with Barry Neuendorf setting up Cooloola Classic and working at various jobs with the BSCC
crew at the ARC round at Caloundra but the noise and speed took hold and I purchased a white Gemini in Sept 2002
from Mike Oldarno and Mike Young. I have rallied with my son, Jono for a little over a year.
Graig Porter asked me to be his Deputy Clerk of Course at Cooloola in 2004, a task I took on with relish and not
withstanding a couple of small embarrassments I enjoyed the experience.
I was invited to become a Board member late 2003 and after some careful consideration accepted and feel humbled
by the support given by fellow Board and Club members. I look forward to serving on the Board and being a conduit
to present members thoughts to the Board.

Just wanted to thank you in regards to Caloundras Falken
Tyres Rally of Queensland. Whilst its never been a happy
hunting ground for our Team its always a pleasure to do the
event. The thing we notice most is how much the official
people enjoy themselves and go out of their way to give us a
great time. Sure, we dont get to meet everyone but all of
those we do are not only a credit to the event but REAL rally
people who are having fun! Just keep the Tupperware
polished cause we desperately want to have our names on
some of your trophies!

Margaret & Errol,

Thanks and regards to all,

Brett Goldsbrough
Dimension 1

Bill Orders
Team Manager
Pedders Rally Team

On behalf of Brad, Dale and all the crew of Dimension 1
(Car 12) we wish to thank you for a very well planned
and executed event last weekend.
We fully understand the amount of work involved and
really appreciate all your efforts.
Kindest regards

Coming Events
Errol,
Just a thanks for the organization of the rally last weekend.
It was a really enjoyable event, the officials in the forest
were great, and we all enjoyed the girls leading the cars
over the ramp! Everything ran well and I congratulate
you on the organization.
Regards,
Hugh Reardon-Smith

14 July -

Qld Challenge Information Night

24 July -

Qld Challenge Touring Road Event

BSCC round of the Inter Club Challenge
4 Sept -

Lakes Classic Navigational TRE

11 Sept -

Rd 5 QRC Benarkin

17 Oct -

AORC Goondiwindi

30 Oct -

Rd 3 KCF Rallysport Short Course Rally

29 Nov -

Final Round of QRC Gallangowan

Classic Rally Queensland
15 Classic Rally cars started on Saturday morning,
tagging onto the back of the ARC event.
First we were off to Imbil to service, then off to
Araucaria 1 stage. We unfortunately blew a tyre off its
rim about 10 Kms in and was forced to change it mid
stage, thus losing 6 minutes and buggering any chance
for a really good placing, we thought. We got back
onto the road with four good tyres again, and set off
down the fastest stretch of rally road I have ever done.
Ever. Just over 7500 rpm in fourth, for about 6 kms,
with gently sweeping lefts and rights on a dirt road
about six lanes wide. We hit one crest at full noise,
about 165-170 ks, and launched. It was the single
best moment in a car Ive ever had. The car literally
flew. For ages, coming back to earth perfectly. Wow.
Spectator point at Cutters camp followed, where tacho
hit internal bump stop. Should change gears more
often.
Tower Road 1 was next. This was a really *** stage.
Went into self preservation mode about 5kms in and
put in a pretty crap time. Still, there were a lot of cars
that didnt make it through. It was at about this time I
started to think that Subaru RS did actually grow on
trees as there were that many of them stuck in the
forest.
Mitsubishi 1 was a 770m bitumen blast through Imbil.
Lots of revs, lots of sideways. We started to get our
act together. Service and out to Kandanga. Marvellous
roads and we were getting into the groove and getting
quicker. Caseys Gully followed, 12.5kms of more great
roads. Quicker again. Datgirls pace notes were spot
on.
Back to service then out to Araucaria 2. No flats, fully
committed to notes, spotted big sign in the middle of
the bush saying GO THE REDWARF! Couldnt stop
Datgirl from giggling. The best stage in terms of
teamwork we have ever done. Car doesnt go any
faster. More Subarus stuck in bush.
Tower Road 2. I thought the road was better the second
time, but most people disagreed with me. 45 secs
quicker through here than the morning time. Once
again fully committed with the car on the edge. 2nd
fastest classic, only beaten by $75000 Fiat 131 Arbarth.
Hit a causeway that hard the Intercom dropped out
and Datgirl had to yell pace notes at me. Not ideal but
it worked.
Back to Mitsubishi 2, more revs, more sideways.
Service and leisurely drive back to Caloundra.
Thanks must go to our service crew, Wayne and
Theresa, and my wife Gaenor. Wed come into service
with a list, and we didnt have to touch a thing. Not
only that, but they washed the car at every service, so
that the car looked a million dollars every time we went
back out. Thanks Guys.

I have to thank my sponsors as well, Pedders Geebung, for ... well...
heaps. Nothing fazes those guys. Crusin Auto Spares and Frawley engine
reconditioning.
Damage report is one trashed indestructible sump guard, and we bowed
the top of the strut towers, due to the struts attempting to exit via the
top. All due to trying to avoid bloody Subarus parked off the side of the
road.
Thank also to Datgirl, who inspired confidence and I knew I could trust
every call. Rallying is about teamwork, and we were one hell of a team on
the weekend. I think its disgusting now that at ARC level, the codrivers name MUST be in smaller letters than the driver. Drivers win
rallies, but co-drivers can very easily lose them. Thanks Mel.
We managed to come in 4th outright in Classics, which we were wrapped
with. Great result, great weekend, great event. Bring on next year.
Rob

BSCC wins the 2nd Round of the Interclub Challenge!
BSCC made a great comeback at the Midnight to Dawn Nav Run held on 22nd/23rd May 2004 - finishing first within the Interclub
Challenge! The Marque Sports Car Club hosted the event that started at 11 pm on Saturday night and finished Sunday morning.
We had yet another sensational BSCC team, with an excellent mix of members: fresh and enthusiastic newies + more experienced
nav run experts. Considering 7 of our 10 team members had never competed in a nav run before, our enthusiastic team did a
fantastic job! Prior to the event, the teams attended a little nav run school lead by Peter Stringfellow, a long time and oft-winning
nav run champion. Assisted by Andrew Owen and Alan Bates with tips and tricks, the nav run school was obviously effective!
Armed for battle with the other clubs, we travelled to the Mobil Amberley for the start. After the drivers briefing, we were on our
way. The run was split into 2 sections: the first was difficult for navigators, the second was difficult for drivers. The first section
was based mostly onmud map type navigation and had lots of questions. At a compulsory stop at Moogerah Dam at 3:30am
for a coffee and sausage sizzle, we compared of experiences. The second section featured some awesome yet challenging roads
including the Head Road to Queen Mary Falls.
Out of a total 32 competitors, our team members finished as follows:
3rd place - Paul Bergmann and Melinda Both (David Ovendens Mazda 6)
My previously booked nav Chris Murphy fell sick with the flu and could not attend. My back up plan (David Ovenden) then
called to say he was also very unwell and could not help. He volunteered his lovely Madza 6 and threw in a driver as well: Paul
Bergmann bravely stepped up to the mark thankfully, as I was starting to take it personally! Paul survived the endurance event
quite well despite it being his first run. Driving for 8 hours straight was quite a feat for him and all of the drivers. We only argued
once or twice (but you WERE going too fast to find the answers! :-) and were pleasantly surprised with 3rd place.
4th place - Alan Bates and Andrew Owen (Subaru WRX STI)
Our giant killing team of the early 90s Bates and Owen were certainly there, but did not come through with the promise of
wearing long johns! They were quietly confident and the BSCC team looked to them for guidance as our most experienced and
professional outfit. I think they had fun as their only complaint was that Andrew wanted to drink rum beforehand! Only one point
kept them from 3rd place!
8th place - Amanda Reilly and John Padley (Toyota Corolla)
John Padley navigated for his fiancée/driver, Amanda. These two had never done a nav run before but did so well! They seemed
to survive this love-test before their impending nuptials in September. They placed an awesome 8th ahead of other competitors
who had done many nav runs  well done John and Amanda!
10th place  Jody New and Cherie New (Subaru WRX)
Newly wed Jody New (driver) and his wife Cherie (navigator) took out their sporty WRX. Their purpose for competing was to gain
some practice for the upcoming Coastal Challenge. Whenever I saw them, they were always smiling so I think they enjoyed
themselves. They finished 10thplace at their first event - watch out for these guys at the Coastal Challenge!
12th place  Robyn Neary and Mark Neary (Triton)
Robyn Neary (driver) decided that she had been watching her husband (Mark Neary; navigator) drive for too long. Robyn and
Mark were so enthusiastic that they even read the CAMS manual, studied up on the supplementary regulations and previous nav
runs! They brought a gas cooker stove, refrigerator we were looking for the kitchen sink! This super enthusiastic team finished
in the top half of the highly competitive field on their first go  Congratulations Robyn and Mark!
Sean Gill and Chrissie Gill
Sean and Chrissie Gill also attended but unfortunately had a problem with Seans CAMS licence. Unfortunately, they were
refused entry, despite Sean demonstrating that his fees had been paid. Nonetheless, it was great to see them come along to the
school and the start  we hope to see them back next time!
Overall
Midnight to Dawn is not for the faint hearted  it is hard yakka and requires a lot of patience, lollies and caffeine! We finished
at 8 am at Moogerah Dam, which is really a midnight to mid-morning run. And then we had the 2 hour drive home on top of it
all. We heard that some competitors did not finish until 11am! The touring assembly format is excellent for new people to
motorsport. I personally was very impressed by the enthusiasm, commitment and willingness to try something new by Robyn
Neary, Cherie New and Amanda Reilly. I was also pleased that they seemed to enjoy it and promised to come back for the next
one! Hence we have decided to put together a group for the next night run. The Marque Sports Car Club holds a nav run
every 3rd Friday of the month, so the next event is as follows:
Marque Sports Car Club Night Run
Friday 18th June 2004, 7 pm
Assemble K Mart Shopping Centre Car Park, Cannon Hill
(Corner of Creek Road and Wynnum Road, Cannon Hill)
Cost $25 per car
You can have as many in the car as you like, so why not bring along some friends? It is also excellent practice for the
Queensland Challenge (24th July). Hope to see you there! The next round of the Interclub Challenge is the BSCC hosted
Queensland Challenge on the 24th July 2004. This is a touring road and speed event and we hope to consolidate our last
round win with another strong effort. Please keep an eye on www.queenslandchallenge.com for the supplementary
regulations and entry forms. Could you please let me know if you are intending to compete at datgirl71@hotmail.com or 0421
310 690?
Cheers
Mel Both
BSCC Interclub Challenge Co-ordinator

A LOOK AT THE QLD RALLY
FROM THE EYES OF A NOVICE
by Andrew Lenton
I will begin by saying what a fantastic event the ARC is, as
are all events, and boy oh boy did we have some fun. Its
a credit to all involved, as always, and I thank and
commend those who gave up their time and sleep to keep
it all together. Now give yourselves a little pat on the
back! As a first timer at this event I was muchly
impressed and was more daunted by the thought than the
experience. We had a ball and iced the cake with a good
result (insert mental image of me gloating!!) which was
nice after the so close but yet so far result in the last
event. I can tell you a First, even in Class, tastes pretty
sweet and now we have the taste!! Simon, being more
experienced than I, is more level headed and tries to take a
more methodical approach to the next event by running
half naked through the streets of Caloundra yelling I won,
I won. Yippee!! Ok its just a rumour and I might have
made it up but someone has to start em.
Did I mention we got a first?
On the light hearted subject of drivers, what is the go with
you lot and directions. Does everything have to be spelled
out in dots and arrows? How is it that I can hop out of the
car for 5 seconds and all of a sudden we cant find our way
down the driveway to scrutineering! ITS A STRAIGHT
LINE! (into sharp left over hoist, finish). Id also like to ask
the possibly crude question of, do all drivers have a 2 minute
bladder? Honestly! Every time we stop hes gone. I think
Simon has claimed every tree in the Imbil Forrest. Or at least
every tree at every Time Control. Do you know how hard it
is to call up a car that has no driver!? Id like some feed back
on this subject as it causes me much stress at one and a bit
minutes to go. Uhh! Drivers.
Did I mention the Class win?
Well the roads were fantastic even though most of us left
enough parts behind to build a complete Subtoybushi with a
Dato exhaust, strange as it may look, and even fill it with
sump oil if you could find enough clean puddles of the stuff.
The locals, non locals and officials were great and we enjoyed
our chats and found all very supportive. We even signed
shirts and paraphernalia (try spelling that after a few beers).
The first was a bit of a shock and had both of us turning
around to look for the important person that should have
been overpowering our mortal presence. After we realised it
was in fact us that our one child fan club was addressing we
then had to think well what does my autograph actually
look like? Turns out it looks just like my signature! Anyway,
pathetic as I am, it made me feel all special. Oh, Chris and
Ben, if you want one, I can forward you an electronic copy!!!
Congratulations by the way. Well done!
What about our first in class!!
The highlight of the event for me was the finish in Caloundra.
For those of you who have not experienced this before, let
me set the scene. We had stopped to wash the car so as to
keep the sponsors happy. By the way Kumatsu are fantastic
sponsors. After the washing, we were running late, although
still within our allocated time, and somehow managed to be
the last car approaching the official finish at Caloundra.

Being relieved that we actually completed the event I was in relax mode and
decided to stop for a chat at the last time control. I realised at this point, with
the help of a few short sharp jabs of Simons elbow and the frantic crab leg like
arm gestures from the next official, that we were in fact supposed to be moving
on somewhat quicker than we were. So we did. What happened next was truly
amazing. We popped up over the finish ramp and there was what seemed like
half of Caloundra gorking at us with some kind of eager anticipation. I thought
Id died and gone to heaven. It had to be. Its how I always imagined it. Im in
a race car, at the gates of heaven which were lined with beautiful women and
hundreds of well wishers waiting to greet us or at least relieved to finally see the
last car through.
Well the next response was no surprise. In true driver style Simon said, What
do we do now? Unfortunately all I could say was, I dunno. Well after some
prompting from the girls we established that we needed to exit the vehicle and
proceeded to clamber from the car for our presentation. And this is the highlight
after I received my medal I also received a congratulatory hug from the lovely
young lady in charge of medal giving. Yep, whoever is responsible for that idea
should be promoted immediately. Ill be expecting the same at the next event
thankyou very much! All in all the event was a great experience and I learnt a lot
and I must thank the co-drivers that I pestered with maths and other trivial
questions. Im sure Ill get it right one day and Simon, Im sure Ill get the left
right thing sorted out as well (its just as well he doesnt listen to me!). Its a
great sport and the people involved are fantastically helpful and friendly. Indeed
a rare commodity when competition is involved and we can all be proud of our
involvement.
Oh, did I tell you about the class win?

Fulcrum Suspension Coastal Challenge 2004
Message from Clerk of the Course
The 2004 Fulcrum Suspensions Coastal Challenge has been run
and won. Mick Jones and Harald Wildermast in the Subaru Sti
were triumphant. 32 cars started, and 25 were classified as
finishers. Minor mechanical maladies and late time accounted
for the other 7 A slightly different format this year resulted in a
couple of very long stages and some tricky navigation through
several towns. In hindsight, this may have been daunting to
some of the novice crews. For that I apologise, however to all
crews credit, those with still mobile cars were at the finish.
Navigation honours went to the Hillman, clean sheeting the event.
Jones/Wildemast were one question behind.
Stringer/Wood blitzed the special test losing a total of 151 points
with the Newells just 3 points behind. I am still trying to retrieve
the score card from the ARC time Control and hope to have the
results of the parade lap on the ARC bitumen stage at the
presentation.
Thanks to Fulcrum Suspensions for their support. The Fulcrum
course car crew enjoyed following the challenge, and have
indicated an interest in competing in the next event. Should you
need suspension parts, advice or work, call Barry at Fulcrum
Stafford on 3356 6733, or the Moorooka store on 3892 9000 and
they will be able to help.
In conclusion, an event like this cannot run on its own. Many
thanks to the road crews, control teams, test officials, stewards
and ARC workers who contributed to what was hopefully an
enjoyable day for all.
The next event is the Queensland Challenge in late July. Sup
Regs are available from www.queenslandchallnge.com.
Andrew Owen
Clerk of Course
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TARGA TASMANIA - 2004
(one mans view) by Pat Kennedy
The rain is coming across the front of the windscreen
at 45 degrees. That doesnt matter because we are
sitting in a warm, weatherproof car.
The Control officials outside care because they have
icicles hanging off their beards and some dont even
have beards!

in race suits etc were beginning to loom as solutions, John
took to it like a duck to water, and in Tassie thats a handy
metaphor. Tony Best, who had done a number of Targas
and also navigated for me in gravel Rallies, came up with a
set of pace-notes, an hours instruction, and we were off to
the races.

We will care, because very soon we have to tackle
the 15.5kl Hellyer Gorge Inote the namel stage.
John Colvin, my intrepid Navigator (he deserves the
capital letter) finds humour in the pace-note advice
that there could be wet patches under the trees.
Under the trees!? The only places there are not
wet patches is in our car. Then again I havent
taken arm-pits into account. WI-iy are we here?
Why is anyone here? In this God-forsaken
outlandish island that is too close to the Antarctic!

We wont mention the trip down from Sydney on the ferry,
particularly the bit about the force ten gale in Bass Straight
and being half a day late into Devonport - thereby missing
one of the welcoming parties. Which probably was good
thing considering the warnings we were given about

The answer? Targa Tasmania. Five and a half days
of madcap blitzing backwards and forewards and
crisscrossing this magnificently scenic island at
unlimited speed and with the blessing, nay the
encouragement, of the population. And that includes
the Police. But one little transgression Buddy, and
youre off to the Penal Colony. Everyone drops on
you - Police, organizers, and your pit crew. You are
fined by all, and if its very serious youre out of the
event. Youre given a lot of freedom, but some
semblance of sanity must be retained.
For those who dont ki-iow, and thats most people,
the State allows certain parts of the Highways, side
streets, Main streets, Library car parks and probably
some peoples driveways for all I know, to be closed
at definite times and for a limited period. And in that
limited period, good buddy, you best go flat out
because there will be another desperate only thirty
seconds behind you - and he will be in a quicker car.
The locals think its great! Or the ones we saw did.
There are people of all ages and description at every
vantage point along the way. Overhead bridges are
chockers with school kids.
Cow sheds have barbies on the roof. And in some of
the town sections, they have Rally cars in their laps.
They are very enthusiastic and its a bit worrying in
some places, but just turn on the wipers and keep
going. The kids keep screaming, Spin your wheels!
Spin your wheels! So I retaliated, Show us your
homework! It had the same effect as if the teacher
had said it! I wondered also why there were so
many young mothers and babies? Then I realized
they were saying in effect, Were you here last
year? John said not to wave to that lot. Just put
your head down and keep driving! What was he
worried about? This was supposed to be his first
event. John Colvin, Treasurer of the BSCC and I.T.
person extraordinaire, came on board as Navigator
only three weeks before the event.
My wife kept asking what I was going to do. I kept
saying itd be all right, but thoughts of inflatable dolls

breathalyzers. And every morning both driver and
navigator had to blow in the bag.

We grabbed a Hire car and checked out a few sections on
the Sunday (you couldnt use your Rally car for this careful of the natives) and that settled us bit, or maybe even
got us excited. Scrutineering was a massive affair on the
Sunday afternoon. 280 cars in four lines going through an
old railway workshop, almost in the heart of Launceston.
Then into impound in the Silverdome, a polished floored
basketball stadium. What a sight! Nearly every type and
make of car was represented. From a 1924 Frontenac,
through a 19-l 8 Alfa Romeo worth S I in, 19' )4 Ford
coupe, Vauxhall Cresta, Volvo PV 544, F40 Ferrari,
Toranas (and they needed a lot of them as they kept
ending up in trees or upside down - though as Porsche
people we probably shouldnt bring up that sort of thing)
and whatever else you could think op. Speaking of raries
(no Russell, not  fairies) we passed not just one, but two
Jowett Jupiter sports cars in Guyra of all places. For the
ignorant and those still wet behind the ears, they also had a
flat four motor.
But back to business and all seriousness. On Tuesday we
spent nearly all day futzing around for publicity purposes,
but then we did get a chance to terrorise the citizens of
Georgetown, 50ks North of Launceston, in what was
called the Prologue. This was the first chance for Toranas
and similar vehicles to show how they could spin their
wheels and the car at the same and hopefully still head in
the right direction. This was our introduction to the wayout character of the Targa.
Away we went, around the suburban streets, down the
Main street, right at the lights, instantly left into the Council
car park, wriggle past the steps into the Library (I hope
nobody was coming OUT of the Library), through the next
car park, left onto the street, through the straw bales actually it was supposed to be around the straw bales,
and away again into the burbs. The crowd went mad. So
did we! But woe to those who hit a curb, as wheels and
tyres were limited. Next day, off into the country roads
North-West of the L town. Easy times, lots of fun and we
are only 24 sees behind the 308 Ferrari. We cleaned five
sections. He cleaned none, but his margins were tighter.
So next day we went Ferrari hunting! That is until 3 ks into
the first section when we spun and hit a bank both front
and back. Oh. Here we are back to earth again. At least
we didnt go over the side like so many others - and I
wasnt even thinking of you, Russell.

So with diminished enthusiasm and enhanced care
we finished the section - and made late time by
one second.. There was still a chance for a Targa
Plate, even with one front tyre going down
because of dirt between rim and tyre.
So it went on. Day after day. Up and down these
incredible roads, through towns, race-tracks etc
and onto even more incredible sections like the
17 k Cethana stage. Ill quote the Guide to the
Event .....the longest stage of the day and
considered to be the best long section of tarmac
road in the world. Winding with crests and dips,
opening out to a fast section at the plateau, then an
undulating run through many difficult comers, then
a steep descent into the Forth valley and a climb to
the finish What else do you need to know? Oh
yes. This damn Mini passed me going up the
mountain,, then we both passed a Clubman (the
drop was on his side, I think) and then I caught
him on the fast straights on the plateau. I thought if
I pass him here hes only going to give me curry
going down the other side, but what the heck, Im
right up his clacker, so away we go. Coming
down the other side. I was right! Down hill curve
left. Oh. It tightens. Dont lift your foot. I want
to lift my foot. Dont. Heres where we find out
just how good is German engineering. Its good!
We live. Hes past. And we finish another section.
In the twenty something minutes it took, John didnt
miss a call. Whew!

After a freezing night in Bumie, and a wonderful
party in town square which we had to leave at 7
oclock, which was a Good Thing, here we are at
the start of the last day.
John, I said, If we were in the Porsche factory
team, we may have a go. But were not, and not
only do I want us to get a Targa Plate, and a
Finishers Medal, but Ive also got to drive this
bloody car home!
So I felt I may have woosed it a bit, but we still
came in well under the dry time, let alone the wet
time. Also, the Healy Sprite that hosed us off a
few days previously was passed, up against the
wall and out of the event. Just to finish this event is
really an achievement.
So a few more wet stages and then, after lunch in
Queenstown, a few doozies. As they said, this is
the day that breaks many a heart.
The first was the 6k climb out of Queenstown over
that bare and inhospitable moonscape. If the road
wasnt scary enough (no guard rails, long drops) it
was also raining, sleeting, hailing and whatever else
it can do at the one time in Tasmania. About the
second corner there was an Alfa off the road, on
about the only place where he could do that safely,
and then on the next corner the front tyres locked
and we were heading straight for a post that was
already bent at 45 degrees. Off brakes. Tippy toe
around comer, get passed by a Mini Cooper
(another one, mad also) and onto the finish again
within Targa time.
Then Mt Arrowsmith. 47ks and fast. Another
great performance by John. No missed calls and
were in under time again. The later cars werent
so lucky. They had snow, which from the sound of
it, doesnt have much adhesion!

One more competitive section, and we were finished.
We did go under the bunting on the second last comer.
John apologised for not calling correctly, but I dont
recollect even hearing it. You can go deaf now and
again. So we just locked up, slid through the bunting,
selected first gear and went round through the garden
bed, through more bunting, and away. Some fellows
were calling out but we couldnt stop to chat! We now
number among those lucky few that have finished a
Targa.
When you look at the carnage, you realize that there is a
lot of over -driving. This is, of course, engendered by the
spectator points. Where theres a crowd some people
just cant resist showing off. Me, guilty of that? Never
Officer!
It also proved just what a tough car is a Porsche. Our
stock standard 24 year old car came through without
missing a beat, and nary an oil leak.
We revved it to its limit and braked to its limit. We
probably could have gone around some corners quicker,
but we had all wheels off the ground over the railway
crossing at Ross and landed evenly, albeit with a crunch.
But Don and the boys at T& D did a great job on the
preparation, provided some useful spares, which we
didnt need, and gave us good advice. Bring it back in
one piece.
Thats my definition of a sports car: drive it to the event,
drive it hard, and drive it home. Thank you to all those
who contributed to my achieving one of my big ambitions
- and thats got to include my wife.

THANKS! MERCI! GRACI!
Just a short note to recognise some great people and companies who helped with The Goodies Bags for our ARC
officials & The Queen Street Mall Display.
Goodies Bags were again very well received and had a great mix of content!
Our thanks to :
Sherrin Hire
Gree Airconditioning
Capilano Honey
KCF Rallysport
Caloundra Tourism
Lenards Poultry
Booths Hire
Repsol
Mitsubishi Motors Australia Limited
For being there in the packing of bags for the last three years: Tony Kabel with daughters Bridget & Ingrid, Sheridan,
Simon Knowles and new bag packers Melinda Both & Helen Best.
For cars:
Subaru Australia
Matt Van Tuinen
Mark Neary
Simon Knowles

And to our Queen Street Mall helpers
Stephen Shephard
Help.org for their great Targa Skyline
Ian & Peter Menzies
& High Octane for providing the simulators

For drivers who attended and staff that helped man the stand:
Matt Van Tuinen
Stephen Shepard
Iain Stewart
Michael Taylor
Ian Menzies
Mark Neary
Simon Knowles
Tony Arbon
Chris Murphy
Melinda Both
Rob Dixon
John Colvin
Ross Cox
Greg Sewell
Rod Browning
Dick Owen
Craig & Janene Hornibrook Matt Gregg
Matthew Jones
Tracey Butler
Helen & Tony Best
Angela Fackrell & Stuart
And thanks to Chris Nixon for media releases and commentary.
Your efforts are appreciated and valued!
Thanks again and look forward to seeing you all at the next BSCC event.
Margot Knowles

14 Kenway Drive, UNDERWOOD Queensland 4119
Phone: (07)

3808-2755 Fax: (07) 3290-0957
email: zcar@iprimus.com.au

THE QUEENSLAND AGENT FOR:

Forest

S55
S505
S505
S505
S525
S525
S525

175x65-14
165x65-13
185x70-13
185x65-14
185x60-15
195x65-15
205x65-15

$150-00
$150-00
$160-00
$165-00
$170-00
$175-00
$185-00

Tarmac Rally/Race Tyres
S575
S575
S575
S585

195x60-14
195x50-15
215x50-16
235x45-17

All Prices include GST

$200-00
$200-00
$210-00
$250-00
Please Note: Prices subject to change

Errol,

Dear Errol

Just a short note to say congratulations to your team on
another successful Rally of Queensland. Chris Benjamin
reported that testing was once again organised very well
by Pat and his crew. Media Day went very well and was
probably the best organised and smoothest running I
have been to at an ARC. Your Stage Crews worked very
efficiently and our crews reported that they were a
pleasure to work with; once again I cannot recall one of
our people raising a negative concern about any Stage
Officials.

A big thank you to you, your organising committee and all of the
officials of this years Rally Queensland. Errol & Margaret, thank
you for all your help and assistance pre rally - it is very much
appreciated (and I know Im a pain in the neck competitor with
constant emails and questions) - but you never tell me to bugger
off and leave you in peace to organise your event....

The crew at the Imbil Service Park were once again
excellent to work with, (Jim appears he would have no
trouble in doing another ten years in the job). The
Headquarters crew were once again very helpful and
whilst we shouldnt single anyone out, Bernice,
Margaret and Keith were great.
Thanks for allowing us to be part of your event and we
look forward to your continued support
Regards
Geoff and the MSR Team
Motorsport Safety & Rescue Pty Ltd\
.........................................................................................................
Hi all ,
Thought Id do something really strange and different
on the weekend so I went spectating at Rally of
Queensland . Ive never spectated at an A.R.C interstate
so thought itd be interesting to have a look as a paying
member of the general public and Im pleased to say it
was FANTASTIC .
The top A.R.C crews have really lifted the standard to
world class level as we all know but what was really
interesting was how the rally was perceived by many of
the paying public . To see grown men begging for
autographs from the leading crews tells me how popular
the whole circus has become . Not to mention all the kids
running around the service area doing the same . Or
some ex champs paying to have a look as well .
I never thought Id get on a bus to attend a speccie
point but it worked a treat as many busses trucked us
into the forest where we could view about 9 different
corners all within a short walk . The smarties worked out
where to hog the barriers and view 4 corners from the
same vantage point . Special thanks to my friends from
Childers in Queensland along with Murray Coote and Mr
Hoy an old Z man extrodinairre who kept us/me
entertained between cars .

The testing venue was really good, and importantly very relative
to the rally itself. Thanks to Pat and his team for setting up and
running the venue so efficiently. We thought the Friday night
promo start at Kings Beach was just fantastic. Great atmosphere,
great crowds and the boys loved the grid girls. (Dont bother
with future requests for outfitting the girls in team clothing - the
boys far prefer what they were wearing - (I left the TTR Tee Shirts
in the car under threat of losing my job should I dare try and get
them to put them on!)
To all the event officials - thank you, not only for a job well done,
but also for your friendship and for making the competitors feel
so welcome. The 2004 Rally Queensland was as demanding as it
was enjoyable.
It was a great rally - congratulations to you all!
We look forward to returning in 2005.
Kind regards
Coral Taylor
On behalf of all the team at
Toyota Team Racing.
..........................................................................................................
Errol,
Just a short note to congratulate you and the Rally officials out in
the forest on the weekend. I am a Level 1 photographer providing
images to TTR. Its quite common to have some trouble with
officials in the forest, often because of a lack of communication.
This is generally because what we are told that we can and cant
do and what the officials are told are two different things.
Clearly your officials had been briefed properly. They not only
did not question my decisions on where to stand, they were also
friendly and willing to assist, offering advice on what the cars
looked like in certain areas and what they thought would make a
good picture. This desire to
help was evident throughout the weekend from recce to podium.
Believe me its very refreshing to know that you can get on with
the job and not have to have a dispute about safety. This type of
dispute is normally a waste of time and futile. Not having to worry
about the potential for conflict makes my day much more
enjoyable and productive.
Please pass on my sincere gratitude to everyone for a job well
done.

Cheers

Hope to see you and your team next year.

Gavin Edwards

Kind Regards,
Warren Kirby

JAMIE WHERE
ARE YOU!

Help! The Club is looking for a
Jamie Durie, Backyard Blitz,
Renovation Rescue Team.
The bar and areas of the clubrooms need renovating and
we need you! If youre a capenter, handy with a hammer
or paintbrush then ring me now. We would like to give
the bar a face-lift and build some shelve etc.
Please contact Margot Knowles on 0418 157 233

e-mail: info@kcf-rallysport.com.au www: kcf-rallysport.com.au
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For The Brisbane Sporting Car Club! On Top of Your
Very Best Deal The Club Will Get $100! - Just Ask For
Margot Knowles City Automotive Sales Manager
On 3252 0161 (Sporting Car Club Member)

WINNING VALUE!
A BETTER DEAL
FOR ALL BRISBANE SPORTING CAR CLUB MEMBERS.
For The Winning Deal On New Peugeot, New Subaru,
New Mitsubishi, or a Pre-loved vehicle?
Ask for Margot, she WILL help you get a better deal!
Telephone 07. 3252 0161
Ask For Margot Knowles
Sales Manager

• PEUGEOT • SUBARU
• MITSUBISHI
• QUALITY USED CARS

142 Breakfast Creek Road Newstead • margot@city-automotive.com.au

Business Directory
TOOWONG DENTAL
GROUP
martin.v.darch b.d.sc.
dental surgeon
1st floor commonwealth bank bldg
cnr sherwood & jephson sts, toowong q 4066
telephone 3870 7617 fax 3371 9710

Norm Singleton's
Rally Connection
Quality Motorsport Preparation
STOCKISTS EARL'S - TILTON - NEWTON
PRODUCTS
PH: 07 3289 1082 FAX: 07 32895375
EMAIL: info@rallyconnection.com.au
www.rallyconnection.com.au

PARTS & SERVICE CO.
CLUTCH

l

BRAKE

l

FILTRATION

SILICONE BRAKE FLUID
AUTOMOTIVE MODERN CLASSIC VINTAGE
INDUSTRIAL l AGRICULTURAL l MARINE
SPARE PARTS OPEN SAT. MORNING

46 Ipswich Road, Woolloongabba 4102

Ph 3391 5644

Fax 3891 6024

John Spencer
Proprietor

Hornibrook Tyres

5 Basalt Street, Geebung QLD 4030 Phone 3865 1072
Mobile 0401 474 745
Suppliers of passenger car tyres and the following
Motorsport tyres - Yokohama, Bridgestone, Toyo, Falken,
Dunlop and Kumho.

Safety Certificates
Wheel Alignments
Vehicle Servicing

Sumner Park Tyre & Brake P.L. A.C.N. 055 168 075

51 Brisbane Street
BEAUDESERT
Goodyear Yokohama
Fax (07) 5541 1255
Cooper
Avon
Phone
(07) 5541
1075

Cnr Spine & Neon Streets
SUMNER PARK
Fax (07) 3279 4039
Phone (07) 3376 2000

Classified Ads
Gemini Series Rally Car TE; Bilsteins; Kings; Velos; T'trip 202,
New Silverstones. Hardly used in competition. Most of the
hard work done. Well sorted, fairly tidy thing. Some help with
preparation available. $3,000 Firm. call 0407 969 762 or 0408 006
389.
Subaru impreza front cut frame only to A pillars. Undamaged
radiator supp panel. $220 ABS unit and master cly 1997 sti.$400
Booster unit $85, A/C compressor $75.
Ralph French 3221 0755
Keema automotive group is offering for sale the Suzuki Baleno
GTX 1.8 Wagon. Q.R.C outright
Placings 2000 3rd , 2001 2nd, 2002 4th . This is still a very
competitive rally car at state and club level. Comes with all interior
trim and suspension as removed when car was built. Also comes
with some spares and a pile of wheels and tyres (used). Just
fitted with new drive shafts and front struts have been fully
serviced (Nov 03). Bils struts and king springs with hight
adjustable spring seats. All you will need are seats and harness
and your set to go in 2004. P.O.A. For any inquires please ring
Tony Kabel on 33776626 or 0407121926.
For Sale 1967 Isuzu Bellett 4 door very well maintained in original
condition. 64,000 miles. 4 speed, 1500 cc engine, wishbone
front end, IRS back end, orginal wheels and hub caps with original tool kit. Comes with spare shell with good mechanicals.
Can sell with Reg. $2200 Pls Ph: Rob 3862 7363.
AE86 Toyota Sprinter 1983. Excellent condition. Levin Spec i.e
4AGE16Valvemotor,Levin gearbox, 4.3:1 LSD disc brake rear axle
assembly. Lowered with Koni shocks. Two sets of alloy wheels 13
and 14" Momos. Momo steering wheel. Air cond. Rego to Feb 05.
Roadworthy. Value at $8500. Contact Rod Browning - 3325 3905
or0419787644
1984 TE Gemini four door, road car, driveable, New tyres, interior
in excellent condition, engine mechanically sound and maintained
by Tim Collingwood, body needs work. $500 Ph: Andrew 0415 049
641 or 3877 2723 (work).
LX Torana SS Hatchback. Ex Show car, 327 Chevy motor new
reconditioned, 14" wheels, no rego. Ph: 3281 9860 Darren All Offers
considered.

Ads will be carried in Brisport for 2 editions as space permits . Please let us know when you ad is no longer required.
Ads may be carried longer if space permits.

For Sale tg 1984 gemini balanced motor 3 rallies old tx head
competion cam triple core radiator bilstein suspension king
springs fire shield momo seats momo harnesses terratrip meter
terra phones checker plate floor pans momo steering wheel 8
point roll cage roof vents alloy bash plate strengthened control
arms body fully seam welded very tidy car cost over 15000 to
build. $6000 phone 0755369649 0402237057.
Wanted - 69-73 Toyota Celica bits and pieces. Willing to look
at anything you have. Phone Larry Stinson on 0412458075
Mazda 323 (BF) 1.6lt Turbo 4wd Rally Car. Built by Murray
Coote. Group A spec. Motor, gearbox, turbo & suspension just
rebuilt. Close ratio gearbox, Bilstein coil over suspension, new
3"mandrel bend exhaust, 4 pot callipers & big rotors, in cab
adjustable brake bias, Microtech digital dash & ECU, BOV,
adjustable boost, seam welded, full roll cage, new Terra Trip,
intercom, Velo seats, RPM harnesses, Momo steering wheel,
Odyssey battery plus much more. Spares package includes, two
gearboxes (one in pieces), three twin cam heads, eight spare
Rally Sport alloy wheels, 14 new or near new rally tyres, KYB
rally struts & springs, drive shafts, suspension components,
intercooler, radiator plus much more. Call for details.
$11500.00 ono
Contact
Scott
0417
751851
scottm@sedlagencies.com.au
Subaru Impreza WRX MY00 (2000). 70,000 kms,
dark blue, service history, completely standard
(including mags, race interior, car alarm, momo
steering wheel etc) except CD player added. Well
looked after and loved, very reluctant sale, must
make way for rally tow car! $25,000 Contact Mel on
0421 310 690 or datgirl71@hotmail.com.
1963 Mini Cooper.. Competition suspension , Lockheed H/Duty
front discs and booster , Cooper S rear drums , H/Duty Clubman
GT gearbox, H/Duty quick ratio steering rack , genuine Minilite
wheels, big fuel tank , highly modified and detailed engine .
Ground up rebuild . Excellent interior , paint and chrome . Multiple
trophy winner in competition and show . Reliable daily driver .
Selling for far below build cost . $10,000 . Ph. Anthony Cox on
0421 474834 or 07 55960529 .
For Sale 1995 Subaru Impreza (Front wheel Drive), 2.0 L Quad
Cam, Limited Slip Diff, Full Homologated steel roll cage, 3" OMP
Harnesses, Sparco Seats, TerraTrip, Intercom, Enkei Wheels,
Quandrant Suspension, Factory Light Pods with 4 Hella Lights.
Enquiries Phone John Spencer 0413 878 760.
Do you and your co-driver really want to look more like a
team??? Then this is for you!!! 2 silver (matching) ARC
open faced Helmets. Aust Standards. With Black
detachable visors. 1x Medium and 1x Large. As new, PC
(little use). $75 each or $140 the pair. Plse call Tracey on
3511 7745 (AH) or email at
Tracey_Butler@health.qld.gov.au

